Digital AP1s
Faster, simpler,
with fewer requisitions
We’re going...

...digital

Portal

How to create and submit a digital AP1 on the HM Land Registry Portal

To create and submit a digital AP1 application for changes
to existing titles on the HMLR Portal please use the Digital
Registration Service. You should find a link to this in the
menu. If the link is not available, please ask your Business
Unit Administrator to request access for you.
The Digital Registration Service
will guide you through the
information you need to create
and submit your e-AP1.*
The service is still in development but
supports most transactions available
in the Document Registration Service,
also known as e-DRS.

*Application forms such as RX1, UN1, AN1
must be submitted under the cover of the AP1.

Benefits
Creating a digital AP1 using the
portal will help you to avoid common
errors and speed up the registration
process by:

4 reducing requisitions – data is checked before submission
prompting you to add the relevant documentation and evidence to your
4 application
automatically populating some fields based on data already entered, or from
4 the
Land Register
allowing you to save a partially completed application and return to it
4 within
90 calendar days to submit

4 automatically calculating your fees for you
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Getting started
Once you click start now, you will be
asked to enter basic information:
— Your reference
— If you are a conveyancer
— The title number(s) the
application is for
Then you will be guided through a
tailored journey based on the type of
transaction(s) you want to apply for.

Prompts
The service will prompt you if
you miss a step, for the evidence
we require or if an attachment
is missing. If you don’t have the
information available you can save
the application and come back to it
later.
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e-AP1 created
Once you have entered all the
information into the system, you
can download a copy of the eAP1 for
review and when you are ready, hit
submit.
Once you’ve submitted your eAP1
you will be taken to a confirmation
screen, which will confirm your
priority date and time as well as
your HMLR reference (Application
Barcode Reference/ABR). This will
also be emailed to you, using the
correspondence email details you’ve
entered into the service.

Saved Applications
Draft applications are saved for 90
days from the day the application is
created.
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How is DRS different to the old
Document Registration process?
Old
Using Document Registration, I enter minimal information and I need to
calculate the fee, which can sometimes be complicated. I complete the AP1
application ahead of time and then upload it with supporting documents
into the portal. I often get requisitions for mistakes I have made or missing
information. This delays my application from being processed.

Conveyancer

New
In the Digital Registration Service, I create and compile the AP1 application
through a guided process. Information is checked against the register as I go to
make sure it is as accurate as possible. My fee is automatically calculated and I
can upload supporting documents. I can use the service to create a TR1 or choose
to upload one. The additional error checking upfront has reduced my requisitions.

Conveyancer
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Case study
Commercial and
Residential Conveyancing,
Litigation, Private Client,
Crime and Family Law

16,000

Taylor Rose MW is an entrepreneurial firm, committed
to delivering excellent client services through some 800
legal experts supported by using the latest technology.
They were quick to join HMLR’s test programme in 2021
and support the development and rollout of the Digital
Registration Service (DRS).
Since then, they have created and submitted almost 4,000 applications
using the Digital Registration Service.
We spoke to Dawn Goodwin, Team Leader Post Completion at Taylor Rose
MW to find out more about their experience of using DRS.
How did you encourage your teams to adopt the Digital Registration
Service, particularly in light of all the other changes happening in the
business?
“That was really simple and really easy because I’d done the live trials and
testing, I knew first-hand how good it was. We sent emails out and talked
to people, they literally just jumped on board.”
Did your teams have any issues using the new service?
“What I did find is that people were saving the application but not
submitting it, but we worked through that. Other than that, no.”
How much training did you need to give your teams?
“Very little. Some got shown it once, others just started using it. It’s so
straight forward and easy.”

substantive applications
per year

4,000

substantive applications
using DRS

800

Experts

What do people like about it?
“It’s so simplistic. It takes ten minutes to complete an application. We used
to generate the AP1s ourselves. Interestingly we don’t get requisitions for
spelling errors now, which has taken a massive chunk of the requisitions
away. That was always an issue, it’s [DRS] has taken it away”
What other benefits have you seen?
“It’s faster and so easy to use. The work of getting the application created
and submitted is getting done more quickly.”
If you had any advice for others about using DRS, what would it be?
“Embrace it, it will make your life so much easier.”
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Future plans
Power of Attorney
applications available

December

Simplified navigation in Portal

February

All features for updating
existing titles complete
Work commences on
including Lease & TPs into
Digital Registration Service
Withdrawal of
Document Registration
If you have a case management system,
you can use it to submit digital AP1s via
our Business Gateway platform.
Read our brochure.

2021
2022
March

2022
April

2022
November

2022

Have you submitted a

Digital AP1

yet?
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